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norsk designpioner (Stuttgart: Arnoldsche Art Publishers, 2018), 228.
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In 1916 the Norwegian artist and designer Gerhard Munthe
(1849–1929) finally completed his decoration of the
reconstructed medieval hall Håkonshall in Bergen, Norway. The
project had taken several years, and during this time it had greatly
expanded from Munthe’s original plan of woven tapestries.1
A contemporary visitor to the hall would have been met by
frescos of varying sizes depicting scenes from the Norse sagas.
There were benches decorated with woodcarvings, decorated
doorframes and even a large music pavilion, and all of these
features echoed the ornaments found in the frescos. There was
a series of stained-glass windows, ornamental ironwork in the
form of chandeliers, door latches and candlesticks, and through
it all a selection of textiles in striking colours. While some of the
work, such as the woodcarving, had been undertaken by other
artisans, the design was all conceived by Munthe. For him the
hall was best considered as a whole – a form of Gesamtkunstwerk
– and he considered it among his major works, and indeed in
some ways it was (Fig. 1).
For the interior design of the Håkonshall Munthe drew
upon several decades of work and experiments in creating an art
that echoed Norse and medieval art, yet without being bound by
it. Ever since the late 1880s, he had experimented with art whose
forms drew inspiration from Norse and medieval history. In this
capacity he had also been a central artist and cultural activist in
several projects that were intimately connected to the sentiments
of Romantic nationalism in late 19th-century Norway.2 Munthe
was thus one of several Norwegian artists, writers and scholars
who at this time were concerned with and inspired by Norse
history and myth.
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Fig. 1. The Håkonshall, interior. Photographer Olaf Martin Peder Væring.
Photographic Collection, University of Bergen Library
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Anne Britt Vihovde, ‘Tiders Smag
og Fordringer’, Håkonshallens res
taureringshistorie gjennom de siste
160 år (Bergen: Bryggens Museum,
1999), 14. The original quote reads:
‘Efter min Opfatning maa man gaa
paa en Opgave som Hakonshallens
Restauration med historisk sans,
men tillige med fuld Personlighed
som fri Kunstner.’ Trans: ‘According to my my opinion one should
approach a task such as the restoration of the Håkonshall with a
sense of history, but also with one’s
whole identity as a free artist.’ (Author’s translation).

Although Munthe and his contemporaries knew what they
wanted – a historicist art inspired specifically by Norwegian and
Norse history and objects – they were less certain as to how
to go about creating it. While they were well informed by the
developments for instance, in England and Germany with regards
to different revival styles and ideas, such as the teachings of John
Ruskin or the Symbolist mysticism of Arnold Böcklin, they – and in
particular, Munthe – did not wish directly to copy these styles and
ideas. Rather, they wished to create their own distinct take, and
again especially for Munthe, the goal became twofold: to explore
what entailed a form of Norse revival steeped in history and
Romantic national sentiment, all while preserving what Munthe
called ‘one’s whole identity as a free artist’.3 Studying Munthe’s
work will therefore allow a glimpse into how the ideas of revival
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and medievalism were adapted and transformed in fin-de-siecle
Norway. I will particularly focus on Munthe as he felt he had found
the answer to the conundrum of juggling the independence of the
artist and the perceived collective need for a distinct Norwegian
art with a sense of historical sensibility. I propose that he outlined
what he called a sense of history through his concept of rhythm
and rhythmical art. By considering two examples of his art in
connection with his theoretical reflections, these ideas of rhythm
and revival will be explored. The first work is the aforementioned
Håkonshall, though with the unfortunate caveat that Munthe’s
interior was destroyed by an explosion from a nearby ship in 1943.
The analysis must therefore be based on the copious sketches and
photographs that remain of the hall, as well as the large digital
reconstruction of the interior executed by the Nationalmuseum
in Oslo in 2018. A work which has survived is the sumptuous
publication of the medieval poem Draumkvedet (The Dream
Poem) from 1904, which forms the second main case study.

The decorative future of Norwegian art?
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Tove Haugsbø & Tonje Haugland
Sørensen, ‘Reiseskisser fra Norge i
det nittende Aarhundrede’, Kunst
og Kultur (Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 2014), 170–79.
Andreas Aubert, ‘Norges Maler
kunst,’ in Nordahl Rolfsen & Erik
Werenskiold (eds.), Norge i det
nittende Aarhundrede (Kristiania:
Cammermeyer, 1900), 365–401.

In 1901, a group of highly influential cultural personages
published a massive two-volume work called Norge i det Nittende
Aarhundrede (Norway in the 19th Century). Lavishly illustrated and
featuring essays from a selection of who’s who in contemporary
Norwegian cultural, political and scientific life the work’s goal
was no less than a catalogue of what made Norway unique.4
Among the essays published in this collection was the first arthistorical summary of Norwegian art, penned by art historian
and critic Andreas Aubert (1851–1913). Aubert started the saga
of Norwegian art with J.C. Dahl (1788–1857) and his sojourn in
Dresden and involvement in German Romanticism, and he ended
it proclaiming Gerhard Munthe as the culmination and future of
Norwegian art.5 The reason for Aubert’s elevation of Munthe was
given as the latter’s ability to develop an art firmly anchored in
Norwegian culture, nature and history. The art Aubert specifically
referred to was historically-inspired art, which Munthe himself
sometimes called his rhythmic art, but which others, including
Aubert, called his decorative art.
The latter term described a stylised, geometric art in
bright, often complementary colours reminiscent of, yet distinct
from, Norwegian folk art and medieval woodcarving and church
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Fig. 2. Gerhard Munthe, Chandelier and wall painting on
the North Wall of the Håkonshall, 1918, 34.8cm x 21.8cm. KODE Art Museums of Bergen
Photo: KODE / Dag Fosse
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Michelle Facos & Sharon L. Hirsh,
Art, Culture, and National Identity
in Fin-de-Siècle Europe (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2003),
7.
Sørensen, ‘Proudly Peripheral’, 22–
23.
See Hilmar Bakken, Gerhard
Munthe: en biografisk studie (Gyldendal, 1952); Gerhard Munthes
dekorative kunst (Gyldendal, 1946).
Charlotte Ashby has noted that the
same division is also present in Jan
Kokkin’s Gerhard Munthe: Norwe
gian Pioneer of Modernism (Arnoldsche Art Publishers, 2018). For that
review see Charlotte Ashby, ‘Jan
Kokkin: Gerhard Munthe: Norwegian Pioneer of Modernism’, Kunst
og Kultur, Nr. 01 / 2019 (Volum
102).
Gerhard Munthe, Minder og me
ninger: fra 1850-aarene til nu: med
samtidige tegninger fra kunstnerens
samlinger (Kristiania : Cammermeyer, 1919).

art (Fig. 2). The idea and execution of this decorative art is
reminiscent of the wider European tendency for ‘vernacular styles’,
where the shapes and colours of folk art were heralded by some
artists as a more genuine and authentic form of art.6 However,
a fascinating aspect of Munthe’s oeuvre was that he worked in
this decorative style at the same time as he was producing oil
on canvas paintings in a Naturalist style, often executed plein-air.
These Naturalist paintings can be traced back to his education
in Düsseldorf, as well as his subsequent inspiration from the
Barbizon school.7 In general Munthe’s paintings comprised idyllic,
almost impressionistic summer landscapes which in style, colour
and motif are surprisingly distinct from his decorative, medievalist
art. It has been customary to treat Munthe’s Naturalist paintings
and his decorative works as distinct spheres. The first major
studies of Munthe carried out by Hilmar Bakken are typical of
this division, with one volume dedicated to a biographical study,
which included considerations of his Naturalist art, and another
volume dedicated to Munthe’s decorative art.8 While the scope of
this article does not allow for a deeper consideration of Munthe’s
Naturalist work, I will state that the decorative and Naturalist
should be seen in tandem rather than apart.
That such a consideration is necessary becomes evident
when considering Munthe’s belief that the choice of artistic style
was largely dictated by the motifs and themes to be depicted.
For Munthe Naturalist art was eminently suited to depicting
landscapes and interiors, as is evident in his many watercolour
studies of his home in Leveld, or in his landscape studies from rural
areas in Norway, such as Vågå. However, when it came to depicting
historical and mythical motifs he found Naturalist art highly
unsuitable, and even derided attempts at Naturalist depictions
of mythical places such as Valhalla.9 In creating historical and
mythical images, the style of art had to communicate the same
historical aura as the tales that informed the motif. Subsequently
his choice of a decorative style when depicting historical motifs
was due to how he saw the decorative aesthetic being in tune
with the history it was depicting.
When Aubert wrote his essay Munthe was just starting work
on Draumkvedet, and it would be some years before he would
receive his commission for the Håkonshall. However, Munthe
was already an established name, partly due to his artistic and
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Sørensen, ‘Proudly Peripheral’, 1–8.
Kokkin, Gerhard Munthe, 275
Gerhard Munthe, Ms. Fol 1071.
Tilhører maler Gerhard Munthe,
1890–1900 (Bergen: Bergen University Museum).
Facos & Hirsh, Art, Culture, and Na
tional Identity in Fin-de-Siècle Eu
rope, 9. See also particularly Patricia
G. Berman’s contribution to that
volume with ‘Making family values:
Narratives of kinship and peasant
life in Norwegian Nationalism’, 207–
228.

editorial work for an illustrated edition of the Norse sagas from
1896, as well as several other interior and design commissions.10
The works in question in this article were thereby started by
Munthe after he had worked on decorative art for some years, and
they can be read as a culmination of years of experimentation and
execution. They also came after Aubert, who was one of the most
influential art historians and critics of the day, had proclaimed
Munthe the embodiment of contemporary Norwegian art. This is
significant as it indicates that Munthe’s take on historicist art was
both established and accepted. Munthe was not a radical outsider
or questing loner, but rather very much an accepted part of the
establishment – a part, which segued well with his conservative,
even self-proclaimed reactionary, stance.11 It is therefore possible
to see Munthe as part of a wider Nordic movement of national
and patriotic ideas of art channelled through a reinterpretation
of vernacular folk art and historical objects. The latter Munthe
found in the many newly established museums and collections,
and his notes and sketchbooks reveal that he made frequent trips
to them to sketch historical art objects.12 This too was in line with
larger European-wide trends described by Michelle Facos, Patricia
Berman and others.13
While Aubert, as well as Munthe himself, tended to stress
the artist’s specific Norwegian take on art, it is therefore possible
to see Munthe as very much part of a wider European art world.
This is also evident in the inspiration he drew from Symbolist art,
his connection to various German Secessionist movements (he
was featured in Julius Meier-Graaf’s avant-garde art journal Pan,
in 1895), as well as British Arts and Crafts and French Art Nouveau.
As such Munthe was similar to other Nordic artists, such as Akseli
Gallen Kallela (1865–1931), who made illustrations for Pan, and it
is possible to see Munthe as part of a wider Nordic trend in which
artists were concerned with questions of the national, but placed
these concerns within a highly international context.
The difficulty in connecting Munthe to one specific
movement comes in part from the great reluctance of Munthe
himself to do so, the reasons for which I will explore further
along in the text, as well as from the translational character of
Norwegian art at this time. Implicitly in Aubert’s stress on the need
for a specific Norwegian form of art could also be found the story
of Norwegian art so far. Starting with Aubert’s designated point of
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Sørensen, ‘Proudly Peripheral’; see
also Knut Ljøgodt, ‘Historiemaleriet
i Norge’ (PhD diss., UiT, 2015) and
Arnhild Skre, Theodor Kittelsen.
Askeladd og Troll (Oslo: Aschehoug,
2015), gives a description of the
Norwegian artistic milieu in Munich.
Sørensen, ‘Proudly Peripheral’. I give
a deeper reflection on the dynamic
possibilities of the peripheral artist
in general, and Munthe in particular
in this article.
The inferiority complex takes different forms, but is perhaps best
captured by how older Norwegian
art-historical surveys talk of Norwegian art as being ‘retarded’ in
comparison to continental art. By
this is meant that for instance the
Rococo style came late to Norway,
in other ways that it was retarded in
comparison to the development on
the continent. It is an understanding
of art-historical development which
is explicitly teleological and even
modernist in its framework, and
while the word ‘retarded’ is no longer in use in contemporary Norwegian art history its influence can still
be felt. See for instance Leif Østby,
Norges Kunsthistorie (Oslo: Gyldendal, 1962).

origin – Johan Christian Dahl – Norwegian artists had consistently
had to go abroad for their education. Being on the periphery of
Europe, Norway had no great artistic centres, nor indeed any
higher education for its artists in the 19th century. From the 1810s
onwards, therefore, talented Norwegians who wished to become
artists had to move abroad, usually to Copenhagen or to different
German destinations, such as Dresden, Berlin, Düsseldorf and
Munich.14 From the 1890s onwards, they also started venturing
to Paris. Munthe himself had gone first to Düsseldorf, where
his great-uncle Ludvig Munthe (1841–96) was a professor and
reasonably successful landscape painter in the academy style.
However, after an early period in Düsseldorf, Munthe went
to Munich and Paris, and was undoubtedly influenced by both
places. There is, for instance, a certain similarity between Jules
Bastien-Lepage and Munthe concerning motifs and depictions of
landscape and the interplay between light and greenery when
considering Bastien-Lepage’s October (1878) and Munthe’s Idyll
(1886). Jan Kokkin has suggested that he also drew inspiration
from artists such as Eugen Grasset, and it is clear that, rather
than being the product of one specific artistic centre, Munthe –
like many artists from the so-called peripheral countries – was in
a position to select and combine ideas and styles from several
places, in order to create his own.15
With the growing stress placed on the idea of a patriotic
artistic expression, combined with the specific contemporary
Norwegian political struggle for independence from Sweden in the
wake of the Napoleonic wars, the need for a national Norwegian art
began to develop. The necessity of long educational trips abroad,
combined with the fact that several artists subsequently chose to
live outside Norway altogether, became problematic in a context
where land and culture were increasingly seen as symbiotically
linked. Nor did it help that Norwegian art at the time (and some
would argue it is still the case) had something of an inferiority
complex as a peripheral little brother to the large, important art
centres of the continent.16 Subsequently it was in both Aubert’s
and Munthe’s interest to stress the specific Norwegian-ness of
Munthe’s art, as it helped argue that Norwegian art too had
great artistic value and was something more than ‘simply copies’
of continental works. Indeed Munthe especially, tended to
downplay any foreign inspiration for his work. Instead, he talked
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Munthe, Minder og Meninger, 58.
Tonje Haugland Sørensen, ‘Designing a Nation – the adaption of arts
and crafts in fin-de-siecle Norway’,
in Edward Burne Jones and the
North, exhibition catalogue (Bergen: KODE/Waldemarsudde, 2019).
See also Kokkin, Gerhard Munthe.
Kokkin in particular explores
Munthe’s relationship with French
Art Nouveau.
Tonje Haugland Sørensen, ‘Aktivisten
Dahl’, in Årbok Foreningen til nor
ske fortidsminnesmerkers bevaring,
(Oslo: Foreningen til norske fortidsminnesmerkers bevaring, 2019), as
well as Tonje Haugland Sørensen,
‘”At vort land var et selvstaendig
Rige”: rekonstruksjonen av Håkonshallen i Bergen’, Bebyggelsehistorisk
tidskrift 56, 2008.
Sørensen, ‘At vort Land var et selvstændig Rige’, 41–55.
The king Haakon VII had been born
as the second son in the Danish Royal household. He was elected king of
Norway by a popular people’s vote
in 1905, and thereafter changed his
name from Christian Frederik Carl
Georg Valdemar Axel to the more
Norwegian sounding Haakon. As
for the name of the hall it was derived from the poem Norges Stort
ing (Norway’s Parliament), written
by Henrik Wergeland (1808–45), a
well-known national romantic poet
in the first half of the 19th century.
In a stanza Wergeland wrote:
Haakons Hal og Olafs Kirke
reise ville de af Gruus.
Ha, det var Normannavirke!
Var det ikke, Akershus?
Og hvad Fryd for dine Taarne,
Saae du i Hakons tid igjen!
Det beroer på Norges Kaarne:
Tidens Guder er dens Mænd.
Haakon’s hall and Olaf’s kirk
Raise again they would, from gravel.
Ho! That was the work of Normans!
Was it not, o Akershus?
And what joy if your great towers,
Would see Haakon’s days again!
That depends on Norway’s champions:
These days Gods would be its men.

The poem was written as part of J.C.
Dahls attempt at fathering funds
for the hall’s reconstruction. The
attempt was not successful, though
the name stuck. See Sørensen, ‘Aktivisten Dahl’.

about finding inspiration for his colour schemes in the clothes and
art of Norwegian farmers, or even flora considered particularly
prevalent in Norway, such as rowan berries.17 While Aubert was
slightly more lenient in comparing Munthe to foreign artistic
traditions – presenting him as the Norwegian artist most suited
to emulate the ideas of John Ruskin (1819–1900) and William
Morris (1834–96) – Munthe himself tended to brush aside such
possible connections.18
While this brief survey of Norwegian art history and
Munthe’s proposed role in it reveal both the national and more
international concerns inherent in Munthe’s art, it is time to
consider more in-depth the role played by history – and specifically
the idea of a revival of historical art – in his work. I now turn to
consider more closely the works in question here, starting with
the interior of the Håkonshall, before considering Draumkvedet.

A kingly hall – Munthe’s decoration
of the Håkonshall
The so-called Håkonshallen (lit. The Hall of Håkon) was a
large, rectangular building, which was part of the Bergenshus
fortress complex in the inner harbour of Bergen. The building
had been the focus of a long reconstruction and preservation
campaign, starting with J.C. Dahl in the 1830s.19 Since then the
hall had been significantly reconstructed under the auspices
of Foreningen for Norske fortidsminnersmerkers bevaring (the
Society for Preservation of National Monuments). They had
opted to emphasise the building’s medieval history, and argued
for its ties to the architectural style of England and Normandy,
as well as the stone churches around Trondheim in Norway.20
Upon completion of the extensive restoration, it was agreed
that the main hall should be decorated in line with the building’s
elevation into a form of historical monument. The monumental
and commemorative aspects of the hall were heightened when
Norway gained Independence in June 1905, which ended a
struggle that had been waged to a smaller or larger degree since
the proclamation of the Norwegian constitution in 1814. The
independence came with the ascension to the throne of a new
Norwegian king, who took the name Haakon VII (1872–1957),
the same name as the historical King Håkon V Håkonsen (1207–
63) after which the hall had been named in the 1830s.21 The
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Kokkin, Gerhard Munthe, 228–29.
Kokkin, Gerhard Munthe, 229.
Sørensen, ‘Designing a Nation’.

general feeling was therefore that the newly reconstructed hall
should serve as a public hall fit for the new king and should be
representative of the newly independent Norway.
The idea to redecorate the interior of the reconstructed
hall had already been aired by J.C. Dahl, who had brought in the
German architect Friedrich Wilhelm Schiertz to sketch a possible
interior. While Schiertz’s designs were never put to use, the idea
of interior decoration remained, and in the first years of the 20th
century the decoration of the hall was put out to commission.22
Munthe received the brief, in part due to his previous experiences
with designing interiors and historically-inspired art, as well
as a result of his personal acquaintances.23 As mentioned in
the introduction, the original commission was much smaller
in scale than the eventual outcome, which was completed in
1916. In fact the original idea was limited to woven tapestries,
the design of which was seen as one of Munthe’s particular
strengths. He had worked with textile and tapestry design since
the late 1880s, and his reputation was such that when the art
historian and museum director Jens Thiis (1870–1942) wanted
to establish a weaving academy for women in connection with
Nordenfjeldske kunstindustrimuseum (The Museum of Applied
Arts) in Trondheim, he invited Munthe to be principal designer.
The weaving academy was inspired in part by the British Arts and
Crafts movement, but while Thiis had no issues with declaring
his foreign inspiration – even proclaiming in 1903 that ‘Morris
is our Master’ – Munthe was much more reluctant about being
compared to what he simply referred to as ‘the British’.24 Be that
as it may, Munthe’s involvement with the weaving school and the
praise he received from Thiis – who alongside Andreas Aubert was
one of the most influential art historians in Norway at the time
– are good indications of how valued Munthe and his tapestry
designs were in Norway at the time.
However, Munthe’s ideas for the Håkonshall soon
expanded beyond woven tapestries and it became clear that his
vision called for a more radical, all-encompassing and permanent
form of interior decoration. Woven tapestries, after all, could be
removed. The same was not so easy with frescos, stained-glass
windows or even doors. When it came to interiors, Munthe had a
history of designing every piece of the decoration in connection
with the whole. In one of his first commissions for interior
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Sørensen, ‘Proudly Peripheral’, 6–7.
Widar Halen, in Kyss frosken! Forvan
dlingens kunst, 28.05–18.09.2005,
exhibition catalogue (Oslo: Nasjonalmuseet for kunst, arkitektur og
design, 2005).
Magnus ‘The Lawgiver’ Håkonsson
was given his moniker due to instigating a large-scale revision of the
Landslov, aka Law of the Land. The
result was the written and publicly
presented Landslov and Bysloven
from 1274–76. As written law they
thereby preceded the various Danish and Swedish laws that marked
the period on which Norway was
the junior part in various Scandinavian unions. For the newly independent Norway the laws of the Law
giver were potent symbols for the
right of Norwegian independence.

decoration, the so-called Eventyrrommet (lit. The Fairytale
room) located in the Holmenkollen Touristhotel outside Oslo,
this had manifested in Munthe designing everything from wall
decorations to furniture.25 This has led to Eventyrrommet being
called the first example of a Gesamtkunstwerk in Norway, with
all the pieces working in synthesis with each other to produce
a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts.26 The term
is German and its theoretical origin is to be found in German
Romanticism. Munthe had spent considerable time studying and
working both in Düsseldorf and Munich, and he spoke and wrote
German. Given the term’s frequent use within German art it is
not unreasonable to think that Munthe knew of it, as well as
the ideas behind it, even though he did not specifically use the
term himself. Furthermore, the ideas of the Gesamtkunstwerk
are also to be seen in the decoration of Håkonshallen, where
Munthe expanded upon his previous tendency to design a
complete interior.
The result was that Munthe’s ideas were to be found in the
design of everything from benches, to carpets and candleholders.
With such an abundance it was difficult to state that one object
was more distinct than the others, though the monumental wall
frescos are perhaps the best candidates. On the north wall there
were two frescos depicting the coronation of Norse kings, among
them Håkon IV Håkonson of medieval fame, as well as his son
Magnus ‘The Lawgiver’ Håkonson (1238–80).27 Along the east
wall ran a series of frescos telling the story of Princess Kristina
(1234–62), the daughter of Håkon IV Håkonson, who sailed to
Spain to marry the Spanish prince Don Felipe, brother of King
Alfonso X (1221–84) of Castille. The selection of these historical
figures was not only dictated by the hall’s location – Kristina had
been born in Bergen – but also due to the 19th-century elevation
of this period as a former Golden Age of independent Norwegian
history, with the added bonus of depicting Norway as a worthwhile
player on the international scene. Both the series of frescos and
the supporting ornaments were created in a medievalist style that
was deemed particularly suited to the historical motifs at hand.
This is vital as it indicates that a guiding principle for Munthe
in designing the interior was the historical era of 13th-century
Norway. Subsequently, while Munthe could be said to be part
of the wider European tendency to adopt a vernacular art, it is
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Fig. 3. Gerhard Munthe, Kristina 2, Brudefølge på vei gjennom Frankrike,
1905. Sketch for the Kristina cycle, watercolour, 20cm x 83.5cm.
KODE Art Museums of Bergen
Photo: KODE / Dag Fosse

necessary to stress that his decorative art was equally anchored
in a certain vision of history.
The term ‘vision’ is especially apt here for its multifarious
connotations. It can imply both a certain version of history, while
also indicating a visual depiction of the same history. Such a
double optic is well suited to Munthe’s ideas about his decorative
art which he saw as simultaneously drawing upon historical
styles for inspiration, while also making the same history present
through his art. A closer look at one of the images in the Kristina
cycle can serve as a more detailed example (Fig. 3). This scene
depicts Kristina and her lavish bridal party riding through France.
What is immediately striking is the degree of stylisation it shows.
Neither the landscape nor any of the people depicted appear to
have any individual features. The landscape is barely lineated,
visualised mostly through a selection of trees in flower. There is
little or no use of perspective or shading. Instead the figures are
drawn with a strong, clearly visible black line which accentuates
their almost geometric shapes. A closer look at the trees and
flowers reveal Munthe’s use of strong, contrasting colours with
little or no attempt at shading. The green trees and white, star-like
flowers seem instead to emphasise the flat and ornamental. The
figures are equally stylised, appearing mainly in profile or threequarters profile and without any overt distinguishing features.
The geometric and flat impression is highlighted by the distinct
use of repetition. Selected parts of the images – be they trees,
horses or soldiers – are repeated with minimal or no individual
alteration, and in part take on the role of repeating ornaments.
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Nasjonalmuseet, Gerhard Munthe
– Eventyrlige Interiører, Exhibition.
http://vandreutstillinger.nasjonal
museet.no/produksjon/gerhardmunthe-eventyrlige-interiorer (accessed 15 July 2019).

While Munthe often based his decorative art on specific
stories or people, he almost never gave his characters any
distinguishing, personalised features. This is also evident with
Kristina. While she is the main character in the cycle, and
can be identified due to her placement in the composition
and a certain form of individual clothing and colouration, she
is never depicted as an individual. Her face and features are
almost identical to the others in the work, and like them she
displays little to no emotion. Rather, she is drawn with the same
straight, near geometric lines, and with the same distinct use
of profile, as all of the characters. This treatment of historical
figures is a subtle, yet important indication of where the focus
of Munthe’s historical art lies. The personalities and emotions
of the historical figures he depicts, such as Kristina as an
individual, do not concern him. Instead she is better read as
a cipher that allows him to play with historically inspired art
and ornamentation. What this implies will be explored later,
but for now we can say that what is on display in Munthe’s
decorative art is history as the historical. Consequently, what
he is interested in depicting is not Kristina’s personal journey or
individual character, but rather – through an amalgamation and
reinterpretation of historical art – making the contemporary
spectator aware of this sense of history.
However, the Kristina cycle was part of a larger decorative
scheme, which in turn echoed the clear lines, geometric shapes,
primary colours and frequent use of ornamental repetition. A
digital reconstruction of the hall from 2018 gives an indication
of the overwhelming sensory experience this must have been.28
Opposite the Kristina cycle was the wall with glass windows. These
in turn were fitted with stained-glass designs depicting medieval
Norwegian kings. The light filtered through these windows would
thereby flicker across the various scenes in the Kristina cycle,
providing coloured, vibrant light to dance across the geometric,
ornamental pictures. Details and ornaments would also have
been picked up and expanded in the various woodcarvings found
throughout the hall. At the shorter, south end of the hall, the
large wooden music pavilion had been designed by Munthe, but
carved by his frequent collaborator, the artisan woodcarver Johan
Borgersen (1863–1930). Here Munthe’s designs could be found
in the natural brown colour of the wood, though with certain
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selected parts such as fanciful heraldic shields highlighted in
bright colours.
This sense of all-encompassing decoration also included
the tactile experience of the hall. When visitors grasped a door
handle, walked on the carpet or sat on a bench, they would be
using and inhabiting the artwork. Consequently, visitors would
be encapsulated in this vision of historical imagery. Or more
precisely, Munthe’s vision of history. For while he was open about
drawing inspiration from historical art, he was equally insistent
on the artistic interpretation of the historical examples. In fact
it was the opportunity to combine the two, which he saw as
particularly enticing:
Bergen has ordered a work of Art, and what interested me
was first and foremost the combined nature of the subject – to
create a whole with so many considerations, so many types of
material, that each to its own gives Colour and Form different
values and denominations. To tune this interior in such a way
together, that each single visitor in our time can speak about
the memories of the place while also finding joy at its artistic
details.29

29

30

Munthe, Minder og Meninger,
120. Author’s translation. The original Norwegian reads: ‘Bergen har
bestilt et Kunstværk, og hva der
interesser mig først og fremst er
emnets kombinerte natur, at danne
et hele af saa mange Hensyn, saa
mange Slags Materiale, som hver
især giver Farve og Form forskjellige
Værdier og Valeur. At stemme dette
Interiør slig sammen, at det til vor
Tid kan tale om Stedets Minder og
samtidig glæde ved kunstneriske
Detaljer – hver enkelt Besøgende.’
Einar Lexow, Haakonshallen (Bergen: Bergen Museum, 1929), 164.

Consequently, Munthe was not advocating a mimetic
interpretation of historical art, but rather an interpretation
or even a continuation of the same. This view caused him
to clash publicly with leading figures in the Society for the
Preservation of Historical Monuments, who had been central
in the hall’s reconstruction. Their idea of an interior decoration
had leaned much more in the direction of a historically founded
reconstruction, and for them Munthe’s design was too fanciful and
even too modern to be suitable for the hall. Nicolay Nicolaysen
(1817–1911), archaeologist and former leader of the Society for
the Preservation of Historical Monuments, was a powerful figure
within the preservation movement, and he went so far as to state
publicly that Munthe’s work ‘had diminished our best memorial’.30
Not everyone agreed with Nicolaysen’s assessment, and
Munthe himself was the most forceful voice among them. In
making his views known through a public debate in a national
newspaper, he refuted Nicolaysen’s criticism and continued by
criticising the reconstruction work carried out on the hall in the
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first place – work for which Nicolaysen was partly responsible.31
What became clear through Munthe’s argument was that he
felt he had adhered strictly to a vision of history and that his
interpretation was just as valid, if not more so, than the one
presented by the Society. What was not clear from this public
debate was what exactly constituted Munthe’s vision of history.
Which principles had he so adamantly followed? A central tenet
seemed to be a synthesis of the ideas of older artworks and the
contemporary role of the artist. It is a complicated balance that
goes to the core of what Munthe aimed to do, and which made up
the framework of why his decorative – or rhythmic – style had the
geometrical, stylistic and colorful expression it did. However, to
find further answers as to Munthe’s ideas of art-historical styles,
it is necessary to turn to the other work under scrutiny here: the
book he designed for the medieval poem Draumkvedet, which he
had worked on prior to the majority of the Håkonshall project.

The visions of Olaf – Draumkvedet and the role of
medieval ballads in fin-de-siècle Norway

31

32

Gerhard Munthe, Aftenposten,
8–11 July 1906. Central parts of the
reconstruction of the hall had been
done by architect Christian Christie, who was Nicolaysen’s brother-in-law and fellow member of
the Society for the Preservation on
Monuments. 19th-century Norway
was a place with a limited cultural
elite, and family connections and
nepotism were prevalent. For an
overview of the reconstruction of
the hall and Nicolaysen and Christie’s roles see Sørensen, ‘At vårt
land var et selvstendig rike’. For an
overview of the debate between
Nicolaysen and Munthe regarding
the Håkonshall see also Kokkin, Ger
hard Munthe, 226–52.
The origin of Draumkvedet is uncertain. It is possible that it dates
from the medieval period, whereas
other dates set its origin as the 16th
century. See Gudleiv Bø & Magne
Myhren, Draumkvedet (Oslo: Novus, 2011), 10–11.

In 1904, the newly established Norwegian Society of Fine Books
(Foreningen for Norsk Bokkunst) published a lavish and illustrated
folio version of Draumkvedet. The poem was said to have medieval
roots, telling of the eschatological visions of a man called Olaf
Åsteson. In the period from Christmas Eve and through the
thirteen days of Christmas, Olaf experiences a supernatural sleep
and receives religious visions that culminate in Judgement day.
On waking, Olaf rides to church and on the threshold he recounts
his visions for the people attending mass. The poem or song is
therefore eschatological in nature, and its narrative takes place
in visionary and historical space.32 This makes it hard to ascribe
any specific date or location to the poem, while also giving the
narrative a supernatural aspect. The sense of timelessness in the
poem is further strengthened by the presence of supernatural and/
or mythical figures, some of whom might be influenced by Norse
mythology. These include a rider called Grutte Gråskjegg (Grutte
the Grey Beard), who is reminiscent of the Norse god Odin, as
well as a metaphysical bridge between realms that the poem calls
Gjallarbrui. In the poem, the bridge is the site for crossing from
the land of the living to the land of the dead, though its name and
part of its function bear close resemblance to the Norse bridge of
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33

34
35
36

Due to its origin as part of an oral
culture there were several versions
of Draumkvedet available. For further information see Bø & Myhren,
Draumkvedet. One popular version
was to be found in the collection of
Norwegian folk songs and medieval
ballads collected by bishop Magnus Landstad in the 1840s. A wellthumbed copy of Landstad, which
belonged to Munthe, can be found
as part of the Munthe Archive in the
National Library in Oslo, Norway. It
includes Munthe’s scribbles in the
margins as well as little sketches for
scenes later developed into official
works.
Bø & Myhren, Draumkvedet.
Sørensen, ‘Proudly Peripheral’.
Interestingly enough when Thorvald Lammers wished to perform
precisely Draumkvedet in a church
there were protests from the clergy.
The poems visionary as well as possible catholic overtones were seen
as problematic in protestant Norway. See Andreas Skartveit, ‘Kampen om kyrkjerommet’, Dag og tid,
12 August 2016.

the same name, which bridged the human realm of Midgard with
the land of the dead, called Hel.
The poem was a part of an oral culture in the region of
Telemark in south-eastern Norway, and was ‘discovered’ and
written down in several versions in the 1840s. Inspired by the
work of among others the German brothers Grimm, as well as the
work by Elias Lönnrot in collecting oral Finnish poetry of which
the best known is The Kalevala, this period in Norwegian history
saw an increasing number of learned men starting to collect and
write down oral folk culture. Draumkvedet was among the many
songs and fairytales that were collected and published in this
period, and so its dissemination to a larger audience was part
of a wider corpus.33 However, the themes of Draumkvedet were
uncommon in a Norwegian context. While there were several
folk songs and medieval ballads about trolls, maidens and fierce
knights, Draumkvedet was alone in being a distinctly religious
and visionary work. Despite, or perhaps because of, its unique
character, the poem became popular in the late 19th century, and
was heralded as part of the golden medieval age of Norway.34 It
thereby became an integral part of the country’s cultural heritage,
and so its selection for a special publication was not surprising.
That Gerhard Munthe should be connected to such a
publication was also not surprising. His previous work with the
Norse sagas, as well as his interest in folk songs were well known.
In his design for the interior of the Fairytale room in the 1890s, he
had drawn inspiration from folk songs, and even included verses
from one of them – the ballad of Liti Kjersti, a girl who is abducted
by trolls – into the decoration scheme.35 Within the cultural circle
in which Munthe moved there was also a prevalent interest in
folksongs, and in singers such as Thorvald Lammers (1841–
1922), who at the time was one of the most successful singers
(baritone) in Norway and whose repertoire included renditions of
folk songs.36 This cultural circle also included the folklorist Prof.
Molkte Moe (1859–1913), son of the priest and fairytale collector
Jørgen Moe (1813–82), and the original plan for the publication
of Draumkvedet was that Munthe would collaborate with Molkte
Moe. Munthe was tasked with the artistic side of the project,
while Moe would write a scholarly essay.
Despite being given several extensions to his deadlines,
Moe failed to deliver the promised essay, and the publication as
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planned had to be altered. However, Moe’s presence in the project
was not completely removed. There were several textual versions
of Draumkvedet available, and the 1904 publication would follow
the version that Moe had put together.37 While Moe’s textual
rendition of the poem remained, the publication as a whole came
to be dominated by Munthe. He was the artistic designer in all
aspects of the production. His contribution included illustrations
to the text, the different marginalia ornamentation, as well as the
front cover, the dust cover and the end sheets. Significantly, he
also created the font for the text. The latter was in part inspired
by the Codex Frisianus from the early 14th century, which was one
of the primary sources for the Old Edda, where the oldest version
of the sagas could be found.
The publication was in a folio format, printed on high quality
paper with a selection of illustrations and titles emphasised by
golden embellishment. Some pages were dedicated to larger
illustrations whose style appeared like a blend of illuminated
manuscripts and Jugend-style aesthetics. This segued well with
the poem’s proposed medieval origin, though it also marked
out the publication as in tune with larger Nordic and European
trends. The care Munthe took with every detail of the publication
indicates that he considered it as a whole, rather than something
to which he simply contributed illustrations. Rather I would argue
that, much like his work with interior decoration such as the
Håkonshall, this focus on the overall perspective was very much
a core concern for him. A closer look at the interaction between
text, illustrations and overall design in Draumkvedet can elucidate
this further. Moreover, it can help clarify Munthe’s idea of rhythm
in art which, I will argue, can be seen as a foundation for his
revival art.

Text and imagery in Munthe’s Draumkvedet

37

Bø & Myhren, Draumkvedet.

The cover of Munthe’s Draumkvedet is in thick, supple leather with
ornamental letters and decorations embossed in blue and gold
leaf. Parts of the ornamentation have been further embellished
by the use of slightly raised, blue glass beads placed to highlight
selected parts of geometric interlacing and patterns that form the
decoration on the left of the cover. The texture of the leather, the
embossed text and the glass beads all serve to give the cover a
three-dimensional feel, and bring to mind the elaborate covers
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Fig. 4. Cover of Draumkvedet
Photo: Stiftelsen Kulturkvartalet

of medieval books set with enamels, jewels and gold filigree.
There is also a specific tactile sensation in handling this book, as
if one’s fingers are brushing against something rare and valuable.
It is clear from the outset that this book is not a mass-produced
volume designed for easy reading, but is rather geared towards
aesthetic contemplation, and through that an appreciation of
the poem’s historical dimension. The historical connection is
emphasised by how the cover so clearly brings to mind Viking and
early medieval art. The dust cover and end sheets are decorated
with patterns similar to both the cover and the inside of the book.
The text itself is surrounded by and partly integrated with the
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38

39

A note on the spelling of Draum
kvedet and the language used.
The cover of the publication gives
the title as Draumkvæde. This is a
spelling more in line with the Danish influence on Norwegian, which
was and remains significant. Due to
this the subject of language and orthography has been (and remains!)
a highly contested and political
subject within Norwegian culture.
The role of the text in Draumkve
det should also be seen within this
context, particularly since the text
of the poem itself is not in the Danish-Norwegian style, but rather in
a specific dialect, and the chosen
orthography is marked by Molkte
Moe’s ideas about what was a more
authentic Norwegian language. The
contemporary spelling of the title is
Draumkvedet, and that is the one,
which is used here. For further details about the poem and language,
see Bø & Myhren, Draumkvedet.
As recorded by Wilhelm Munthe in
a handwritten record of the event.
Kept in the Munthe Archive. Ms. fol
1061b. (Oslo: National Library).

various illustrations. Several of the larger illustrations also pick up
strands of the text and include it as part of the image (Fig. 4).
The historical focus is emphasised by the cover text. The
title Draumkvæde has been given the prominent place, but so
too has the designation Et digt fra Middelalderen (A poem from
The Middle Ages).38 The words Draumkvæde and Middelalderen
appear to grow out of the ornamentation on the left-hand side. This
is emblematic for what follows, as Munthe repeatedly integrates
the text of the poem into the larger illustrations, and the line
between the poem’s text and Munthe’s artistic interpretation of
it is consistently blurred. While he did not execute the calligraphy
himself, leaving that up to a Mr. A. Sørensen, Munthe oversaw
the calligraphic process, which included adding parts of the text
to the illustrations.39 It is tempting to see Munthe’s focus on the
integration of the text by adapting a suitable font as something
related to the previous work he did on the Norse sagas, and
particularly in the development of how he sought an integration
between text and image.
The sagas published in 1896 featured chapter headlines
and different decorations created by Munthe, and the publication
could also boast illustrations made by most of the established
Norwegian artists at that time. However, the text itself was printed
in a traditional gothic font common to books of the period. This
made it suitable for commercial mass printing, but did not allow
for the same integration of text and images as was the case with
Draumkvedet’s specially designed fonts. A page from the saga of
St Olav can demonstrate the difference. Both the border at the
top of the page, as well as the central illustration, are by Munthe.
The latter depicts St Olav looking down from the heavens, with
the faithful gathering around his altar (Fig. 5). St Olav and the altar
form a sort of pillar which divides the page in two, and the text
would be printed on both sides of the pillar. The text in question
would have been verses about St Olav, but while the content
of the text matches the content of the illustration there was no
pictorial interaction between the two. In fact, the illustration of
St Olav could easily be juxtaposed with any manner of texts, with
the reader being none the wiser.
In contrast, the various illustrations in Draumkvedet
frequently incorporate the text as part of the image, binding text
and image much more tightly together as an aesthetic whole than
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Fig. 5. St Olav. Author’s own collection. Ms. Fol
Photo: Nasjonalmuseet / Therese Husby

had been the case with the Norse sagas. The illustration connected
to verse 5 is a good example (Fig. 6). It describes how Olaf has
woken from his sleep and is riding to church. The priest is holding
mass standing in front of the altar. Olaf has not entered the church
proper, but sits at the threshold. It is this liminal space, which
Munthe has chosen as the first major illustration of the text itself,
and he depicts it as a diptych. Olaf is seated to the left, while the
priest stands to the right. Above them, in arches that serve both
as a frame for the image and as indicative of the church interior,
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Fig. 6. Draumkvedet, University of Bergen Library
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40

The X of the St Andrew’s cross was
used to support and stiffen the
beams in the church. In addition
the cross’s connection to St Andrew
was seen as providing an added
holy dimension to the church interior. Peter Anker, Stavkirkene: deres
egenart og historie (Oslo: Cappelen,
1997), XX.

there are quotes from the text. Much like medieval altar frontals,
where angels would hold banners inscribed with relevant biblical
quotes, the illustration includes a guiding and informative piece
of text.
While the text of the poem creates the parameters for the
scene Munthe’s interpretation is noticeable. First, while the text
gives no indication as to which church Olaf rides towards, and no
indication of its history or architectural style, Munthe depicts the
interior in ways which bring to mind medieval stave churches.
These wooden churches, with their elaborate woodcarving, were
central to the Norwegian medievalism of the fin-de-siècle, and
Munthe had on several occasions voiced his admiration for these
buildings. In this illustration Olaf is shown seated in front of wood
panelling and a wooden door with its ornaments of cast iron, and
above the priest’s head can be seen two beams in the shape of a St
Andrew’s cross. All of these elements were typical of stave church
construction.40 The pillars and capitals separating the images are
also reminiscent of the type of zoomorphic woodcarving found
on pillars and doors in stave churches. Thus Munthe has created a
very specific historical location for Draumkvedet, and one which is
in line with the contemporary fascination with the stave churches
and medieval woodcarving.
Moreover, the illustration is in tune with a specific reading
of the text. Verse 5 starts with describing the priest (Presten stand
fyr altari / The priest stands before the altar), and then proceeds to
recount how Olaf sits himself down on the threshold (Olav let seg
i kyrkjadynni / Olaf sat down at the church threshold). However,
Munthe’s illustration shows Olaf to the left, and the priest to
the right. Following the western tradition of reading from left to
right, such a depiction gives precedence to Olaf in a way that the
text does not. In the text, the priest comes first, and in Munthe’s
illustration it is Olaf. Moreover, the text only describes the priest
as holding mass and nothing about which way he was turned.
Through Munthe’s interpretation, the priest appears to be turned
away from the people, whereas Olaf is surrounded by them.
A further distinction is made by how Olaf and the priest are
dressed in similar colours, though Olaf’s clothes are simple and
without the priest’s ornamented chasuble. Lastly, Olaf has a halo,
and a parishioner is even kneeling in front of him. Olaf has placed
a hand on the kneeling man’s head. Nothing in the text gives any
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indication about Olaf being a saint or that he blessed the people
listening. While the priest and Olaf are visually juxtaposed they are
also made distinct, with Olaf being the figure who interacts with
the people. In contrast, the priest is shown focused on reading
the Bible while turned away from his parishioners. A scene, which
the text of Draumkvedet recounts with a certain objectivity, is in
Munthe’s depiction given a certain tension. A reader of the text
and the image combined is likely to gain a more positive image
of Olaf, as he is the one interacting with the congregation and is
depicted with a saint’s halo. Subsequently, it is possible to read
the illustrations as lauding Olaf and his visions, possibly to the
exclusion of the priest and his Bible.
Taken as a whole, Munthe’s work with Draumkvedet reveals
an intentional interaction with text and imagery, in which he
interprets and in some sense expands upon the meaning of the text
by intertwining it with the illustrations. However, this interaction of
text and art can be read as containing an even deeper connection,
and one which formed the basis of Munthe’s ideas about historically
themed art. To unpack these ideas we must turn to Munthe’s
concept of rhythmic art and engage in the theoretical and artistic
framework Munthe ascribed to this aspect of his art.

Depicting rhythm – the intertwined role of
language, style and art in Munthe’s works

41

Munthe, Minder og Meninger, 81.

Munthe was an avid writer of essays on art and aesthetics.
The value he attached to these essays can be appreciated by
how he gathered them for publication under the title Minder
og Meninger (Memories and Opinions) in 1919. While some
of the essays concern memories, the majority belong more to
the category of ‘Opinions’ and can be read as Munthe’s own
theoretical musings on his art and creative process. The concept
of Rhythmic art is most thoroughly introduced in an essay from
1909. Here, Munthe seeks to place the concept into a larger
narrative about the development of art styles, and he posits
a fairly traditional chronological framework for these arts by
placing their origin in the states of the ancient world.41 He goes
back to Sumerian and Assyrian art, before linking up with the
art of Ancient Greece and Rome, and then Western European
art through to his own day. This is a fairly standard linear
narrative, though Munthe adds a personal touch by ascribing
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different descriptions to the different eras of art. He sees the
first and oldest art as founded on the principle of what he calls
the rhythmic. Later, primarily through the influence of classical
Greek and Roman art, pictorial art in particular took a turn for
the naturalistic and emphasised the idea of the beautiful as a
common motif.42 Yet a central tenet in Munthe’s theory of art
is that there is no universal form of art, and subsequently no
universal development of art.43 The turn to the naturalistic
might have been hegemonic, but he never regards it as allencompassing, and certainly not as a teleological certainty.
Furthermore, the naturalistic turn occurred at different
intervals across Europe, reaching the Northern areas later than
the countries around the Mediterranean. Therefore, older art
from the periphery, such as Nordic medieval art or Celtic art,
preserved their rhythmic tradition for a longer period of time
than, say, the art of Italy. In addition, Munthe states that the
turn towards a naturalistic hegemony happened at a slower
pace in the case of poetry and prose, and so the rhythmic style
existed for longer in written form than it did in pictorial form.44
Following Munthe’s argument, it is therefore possible to claim
that Nordic medieval poetry and language are examples of art
where the rhythmic style had the greatest longevity. This is a
central point in understanding the emphasis he places on text
and language in his art works.
While Munthe does not give any specific examples of
what he considered this rhythmic style, I would argue that it is
possible to gain an insight by considering his thoughts concerning
the sagas and medieval texts such as Draumkvedet. In one of his
essays he states that he first grasped the nordic rhythm through
his work with the Norse sagas:

42
43
44

Munthe, Minder og Meninger, 81.
Sørensen, ‘Proudly Peripheral’, 25.
Munthe, Minder og Meninger, 81.
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When I in 1896 took part in illustrating the Norse sagas, I
was as soon as I started confronted by the mythology – how I
saw Odin, Thor and into the legends and prehistorical – from
the Saga of the Ynglings down to Haakon Jarl. No place is a
rhythmic preparation more fitting, for also in the North lived
its Ancient period in the rhythmic view on art, and the way it is
natural to view the Norse gods in the old styles which created
them in their image (if not as directly as naturalism created
the Greek [Gods]), so a shadowy rhythmic poetry carries our
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Fig. 7. Ferden over Gjallarbrui, 1904. University of Bergen Library
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old legends into daylight. The Edda’s as well as Snorre’s [The
Saga of the Norse kings] secure style lies across this rolling
stream, which we look down into here and there and which
we notice underneath us the whole time.45

45

46

Munthe, Minder og Meninger, 86.
Author’s translation. The language
in the translation is meant to give
an impression of Munthe’s writing
style. The original reads: ‘Da jeg i
1896 tok del i illustreringen av kongesagaen, sto jeg straks jeg tok fatt,
likeoverfor mytologien – hvorledes
jeg så Odin, Thor og inn i sagnene og
det forhistoriske – fra Ynglingesaga
ned til Haakon Jarl. Ingensteds er en
rytmisk fremstilling mer rimelig, for
også Norden levde sin oldtid i det
rytmiske kunstsyn, og slik som det
er naturlig å se de nordiske guder i
de gamle stilarter som skapte dem
i sitt bilde (om ikke så direkte som
naturalismen skapte de greske), slik
bærer også en dunkel rytmisk diktning våre gamle sagn fram i dagen.
Så vel Eddas som Snorres faste stil
ligger over denne rullende strømmen, som vi ser ned i her og der og
merker under oss hele tiden.’
The image illustrates the verse:
Va’i so hev eg dei Våsemyran,
der hev ‘kje sta’i me grunn;
no hev eg gjengji Gjaddarbrui
mæ rapa mòll i munn.
For månen skin’e,		
å vegjine fadde so vie.
Waded I have through the bottomless moor,
were none can stand on steady ground;
now I have wandered the Gjallar Bridge
with the loam of the mire in my mouth.
For the Moon shines,
And the ways they wander so wide.

47
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Christian Janss and Christian Refsum, Lyrikkens Liv (Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 2003), 64.
Sturla Þorðarson, ‘Soga om Håkon
Håkonsson’, in Norges Kongesoger,
vol 4 (Oslo: Det Norske Samlaget,
1979), 47.

It is clear that Munthe saw the idea of rhythmic style as
embedded in the language of the sagas, and given the emphasis
he placed on the role of the text of Draumkvedet it is not
implausible to think he saw a similar rhythm there. Such a reading
can be strengthened by considering another illustration of the
poem, which shows the crossing of the Gjallar Bridge – Ferden
over Gjallarbrui (1904, Fig. 7).46
The third line of the verse – no hev eg gjengi Gjaddarbrui
(Now I have walked the Gjaddar-bridge [sic]) – is included in
Munthe’s illustration. Again in a manner reminiscent of a medieval
altar table, the arches in the image are inscribed with this text.
What makes the use of text on these arches so interesting is
that the curves accentuate the specific rhythm of the verse.
The Draumkvedet, like several other medieval Norse texts that
fascinated Munthe, were composed according to a specific idea
of rhythm, that of alliteration and/or assonance. Alliteration can
be defined as the resemblance in sound between the consonants
in the beginning or end of a word. Assonance is the resemblance
between the vowels.47 It is a form of rhythm which is particularly
prominent in the Norse medieval sagas and poetry, and a poem
from the saga of Håkon Håkonsson – the very saga which formed
the basis for the decoration in the Håkonshall – illustrates both
forms of rhythm:
Folket frægt ved gode åring
Frugda seg, når same sommar
To gonger frukt gav tre og fuglar.
Herleg tyktest kongens heider.48
The same way of creating rhythm is at work in
Draumkvedet, with the verse no hev eg gjengji Gjaddarbrui
being a particularly good example. Reading the sentence in
Norwegian, it becomes apparent that the arches Munthe has
included in the image accentuate the line’s original rhythm, with
the downturn of each arch corresponding to the natural stops
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and emphasis on the letter and sound of ‘g’ which can be found
in the verse. Subsequently, Munthe has not only quoted from
the original text, but has visually interpreted and emphasised
the rhythmic properties of the poem itself. Such a reading is in
line with his idea that the language of the sagas and medieval
poetry did not simply convey a narrative; they were the essence
of these works of art. If this essence were to be be properly
channelled into a new medium, then the medium had to be in
line with this language and its rhythm:
It is never possible to take the motif out of the notion in which
it lays, and put it in another, which one might find more in
tune with the current time: the Norse mythology is particularly
unsuited.49

49

50

Munthe ([1909] 1988), 86. Author’s
translation. The original quote
reads: ‘Det nytter aldri å ta motivet
ut av den forestillingen det ligger
i, og legge det inn i en annen, som
man kanskje finner mer tidsmessig;
men den nordiske mytologi tåler det
spesielt ikke.’
Munthe, Minder og Meninger, 122.
Author’s translation. The original
quote reads: ‘Vil jeg tale om det
13de Aarhundrede, om Haakon
Haakonsøns Tid, falder det mig ganske naturlig at lære mig Gotik, – ikke
blot de overlevende Former, men
Gotikens Mening og gemyt. Og saa
at skabe Nyt indenfor denne Tankegang.’

Consequently, the repetition and symmetry Munthe found
in the medieval texts had to be visually reflected in his art inspired
by these texts, so as to carry over the essence of this art. Thereby
the frequent use of ornament and repetition on the walls of the
Håkonshall and which mingled with the text in Draumkvedet can
also be read as a visual interpretation of the particular rhythm
Munthe believed was in the same texts. The rows of soldiers
and flowers in the Kristina cycle, and the arches filled with text
in Draumkvedet are thus visualisations of the underlying, allimportant rhythm.
For Munthe, such an approach would not be historically
anachronistic. First because he did not believe in a universal
development of art, and so there was no normative development
of art to be anachronistic towards. Secondly, because he felt that
a style of art never truly died, but would instead slumber every
now and then, before being developed through artists with a finetuned understanding of the essence of the style in question. That
Munthe saw himself as such a fine-tuned artist is evident, and
he argued:
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If I want to speak about the 13th century, about the time of
Håkon Håkonsson, then it becomes natural for me to learn
about the Gothic – not only the surviving forms, but the
meaning and attitude of Gothic. And then to create novelty
within that line of thought.50
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With this in mind, it is possible to consider Munthe’s work
on Draumkvedet and Håkonshallen as joined not only by a certain
artistic style and historical period, but also as part of a coherent
aesthetical philosophy.

Munthe’s rhythm as a revival?

51

Gunnar Danbolt, Norsk kunsthisto
rie: bilde og skulptur frå vikingtida
til i dag (Oslo: Det Norske Samlaget,
1997).

I have argued that in his exploration of what he called a rhythmic
art Munthe reflected on how an artist can channel and in a
sense revive a historical style, all without copying it. Through
such a process he felt he could create works of art that were a
synthesis of the old and the new, and both Draumkvedet and the
Håkonshall can be said to be informed by this philosophy of art.
Their revival was to be found in the centrality Munthe placed on
historical text, its rhythms and visual interpretation exemplified
by his extensive use of decoration and stylisation. What
Munthe proposed was not a break with historical traditions, but
neither was it a return to a specific historical style. Instead he
posits the artist as a possible intermediary figure, whose finetuned sense of aesthetics can interpret and expand upon the
historical legacy. Rather the artist – such as Munthe – must take
into consideration the wider historical and cultural context of
the artwork he is undertaking. He must consider its historical
horizon and seek to find its very essence, not to replicate it, but
to expand upon it. In so doing Munthe also implicitly argued for
the acceptance of a plurality of styles, and to turn away from
the idea that there is one universal style. He thereby also argued
for the possibility of a distinct Norwegian art – or even a Norse
revival – that was equal rather than inferior to the one produced
on the continent.
This possible Norse revival did not necessarily visually
resemble the medievalist revival styles found for instance in
Britain or Germany, but then again that was the point. Munthe
had sought to develop an art that was distinctly Norwegian, and
according to Aubert and other contemporaries, he had done just
that. For a brief while it also looked as if Munthe’s art and ideas
would form the basis of a school of art. Several of his pupils,
such as Oluf Wold-Torne (1867–1919), continued to explore this
form of decorative or rhythmic art. However, with the coming of
modernism and abstraction within Norwegian art, this attempt
was sidelined.51
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When Munthe’s illustrations of medieval folksongs were
posthumously published by the National Socialist Government in
1943 at the height of the Second World War, it did nothing to help
his legacy in post-war Norway. It is only the recent decade, which
has started to reassess Munthe and his contemporaries, and as
such ensured him a revival of his own.
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